
Heidegger For Architects: Thinkers For
Architects
Architecture is more than just creating spaces; it is a thoughtful and philosophical
endeavor that requires a deep understanding of the human condition. One
philosopher who has greatly influenced the way architects think about space,
design, and existence is Martin Heidegger.
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Heidegger was a German philosopher known for his groundbreaking work on
phenomenology and existentialism. Born in 1889, Heidegger's profound ideas
continue to resonate with architects and thinkers all over the world.
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As an architect, you may wonder why Heidegger's work is relevant to your
profession. Well, his philosophy can fundamentally change the way you approach
design, helping you create spaces that are not just functional but deeply
meaningful and existential.

One of Heidegger's main concepts is that of "Being-in-the-World." He argues that
human existence is not just about individuals being separate entities existing in
isolation, but rather it is about our interconnectedness with the world and our
environment. Similarly, architects must consider how their designs fit within the
larger context of the world and enhance the human experience.

Heidegger believed that architecture plays a crucial role in shaping our
understanding of the world and our place in it. Buildings, according to him, are not
just physical structures but also hold a symbolic significance. By understanding
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this, architects can create structures that reflect the essence of humanity and
evoke a sense of awe and wonder.

In his famous essay "Building, Dwelling, Thinking," Heidegger explores the idea
of building as a way of dwelling in the world. He argues that buildings are not
mere objects but rather "waymarks" that help us navigate and find meaning in our
existence. Architects, then, become not just builders but thinkers who can shape
human experiences through their creations.

The concept of "dwelling" is central to Heidegger's philosophy. For him, dwelling
means more than just living in a physical space; it is about understanding our
place in the world and cultivating a connection with our surroundings. Architects
can draw inspiration from this notion and design spaces that promote a sense of
belonging and harmony.

Another influential concept in Heidegger's work is "authenticity." He believed that
in our modern world, we have become detached from our true selves and have
fallen into a state of inauthenticity. Architecture, according to him, has the power
to restore authenticity by creating spaces that resonate with our deeper being.

Heidegger's ideas challenge architects to move away from mere functionality and
embrace a more holistic approach to design. Instead of designing for the masses,
architects can create spaces that are in tune with the individual and their unique
experience.

In , Heidegger's philosophy offers a new perspective for architects, urging them to
go beyond aesthetics and practicality. By incorporating his ideas into their
practice, architects can create spaces that transcend the ordinary and evoke a
sense of meaning and authenticity.



So, the next time you embark on a design project, remember to channel your
inner Heidegger and think deeply about the essence of being-in-the-world. Your
buildings will not only be structures but profound reflections of our human
existence.
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Informing the designs of architects as diverse as Peter Zumthor, Steven Holl,
Hans Scharoun and Colin St. John Wilson, the work of Martin Heidegger has
proved of great interest to architects and architectural theorists.

The first to Heidegger’s philosophy written specifically for architects and students
of architecture introduces key themes in his thinking, which has proved highly
influential among architects as well as architectural historians and theorists. This
guide familiarizes readers with significant texts and helps to decodes terms as
well as providing quick referencing for further reading.

This concise is ideal for students of architecture in design studio at all levels;
students of architecture pursuing undergraduate and postgraduate courses in
architectural theory; academics and interested architectural practitioners.
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Heidegger for Architects is the second book in the new Thinkers for Architects
series.
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